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Quick Read
Hot Chili (HCH) announced that it has executed a US$25m secured debt funding from
Sprott Resource Lending Partnership (Sprott). The funding secures HCH’s balance sheet
for the medium term and enables the Company to continue drilling and complete the
PFS for the flagship Productora copper/gold deposit in Chile. This debt also alleviates the
risk of a discounted equity raise at a suppressed share price in the near term. HCH
recently released a maiden Reserve and updated Resource for Productora of 90.5Mt @
0.48% copper and 0.11% gold for ~500kt contained copper Eq. Both the tonnage and
grade were below Argonaut’s expectations of 100Mt @ 0.58% copper. Argonaut has
adjusted its model to incorporate a lower feed grade and debt financing to achieve an
adjusted valuation of $0.76 (previously $0.99). SPEC BUY recommendation maintained.

Event & Impact | Positive
Debt strengthens balance sheet: Hot Chili (HCH) announced that it has executed
US$25m in secured debt funding from Sprot who currently holds an affiliated ~5.8%
stake in HCH. This facility enables the Company to re-commence work on the Productora
PFS, expected late-2014 / early-2015, and undertake a planned 35-45km drill program to
increase Reserves and Resources.
Lending terms: Key terms of the facility include:
 Commercial interest rate (Argonaut est. between 10-12%)
 1% cash establishment fee, plus 11m options @ $0.40 excise price (5yr maturity)
 12 month term with an option to extend 12 months with a 2% fee payable in shares
 Funding break-fee of 5.5m shares (5yr maturity @ $0.40) and exclusivity to June 2014
Maiden Reserve: HCH recently completed a maiden Reserve on the Company’s flagship
Productora project with 90.5Mt @ 0.48% for 433kt contained copper. This is below
Argonauts prediction of ~100Mt @ 0.58% for 580kt driven by a lower cut-off grade than
was applied to Resource estimations to date. The applied 0.25% copper cut-off reflects a
low grade bulk mining operation, typical for operational porphyry style copper deposits
in Chile.
Chilean copper: Chile, the world’s largest copper producer, commonly hosts large low
grade IOCG/porphyry deposits. While HCH currently has modest scale and is below the
median copper grade for Chilean development projects (~0.56%), it has favourable
capital intensity of ~US$9,000/t vs a peer average of ~US$15,000/t (see over). This debt
funding should enable HCH to increase Resources and potentially increase Reserve
grade.

Recommendation
Argonaut maintains a SPEC BUY recommendation. Our target price of $0.76 (previously
$0.99) has been adjusted to account for a lower head grade and debt servicing.
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Near term balance sheet secured
US$25m secured debt facility
executed with Sprott…

HCH announced that it has executed US$25m in secured debt funding from Sprott
Resource Lending Partnership. Sprott currently holds an affiliated ~5.8% stake in HCH.
The funding secures HCH’s balance sheet for the medium term and enables the
Company to continue drilling and complete the PFS for the flagship Productora
copper/gold deposit in Chile.

Funding Terms
…with a 12m extendable term with
1% cash and 11m option
establishment fee…

Key terms of the facility include:
 US$25m with a 12 month term secured against the Productora project
 Commercial interest rate (Argonaut est. between 10-12%)
 1% cash establishment fee, plus 11m options with a $0.40 excise price (5yr maturity)
 Option to extend for 12 months with a 2% fee payable in shares
 Funding exclusivity to Sprott through to 30 June 2014.
 Funding break-fee of 5.5m shares with a 5yr maturity at a $0.40 excise price

Use of funds
…to fund exploration and PFS
completion

Proceeds of the debt facility will be used predominantly to progress Productora
development. The breakdown of expenditure is estimated at:
 ~US$12m for Resource expansion and Reserve conversion drilling at Productora
 ~US$5m to complete the expanded PFS study which is now expected to include an
oxide treatment option
 US$3m on work pertaining to the BFS study (subsequent to a successful PFS)
 US$5m for corporate costs and working capital

Alternatives for debt repayment
Repayment options: equity raising,
debt restructure or incorporation
in infrastructure deal

With cash at $5.5m at March 31, the market was contemplating the risk of a discounted
equity raise at a suppressed share price. With production cash flow not anticipated until
FY18, the Company has three potential alternatives to repay the $25m facility. Firstly,
with the completion of a positive PFS and potential subsequent share accretion, HCH
may opt to raise equity. Secondly, the facility may be restructured into a boarder project
finance facility following a positive BFS. This would likely invoke the 12 moth extension
option as the BFS is unlikely to be completed within the initial term. Finally, there is
potential for either a cash or finance component to the expected infrastructure deal
with in-country partner CAP/CMP.

Infrastructure agreement
Infrastructure deal with CAP/CMP
expected in H1 2014

An infrastructure agreement with CAP/CMP is expected to incorporate project equity in
return for access to the Huasco Port facilities as well as surface rights and easement
agreements on Productora, a water pipeline and access corridor. Importantly, it is
Argonaut’s understanding, that this debt facility has the flexibility to release security for
an asset level transaction. This is intuitive, given Sprott’s interest at Topco and the
importance for a successful agreement for the viability of Productora. Argonaut believes
that this transaction should be completed in the current half.
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Maiden Ore Reserve and Updated Mineral Resource
Maiden Ore Reserve
Maiden Reserve containing 433kt
copper…

..below Argonaut’s estimated
grade and tonnage

HCH recently completed a maiden Ore Reserve (OR) on the Company’s flagship
Productora project with 90.5Mt @ 0.48% for 433kt contained copper. This is below
Argonaut’s prediction of ~100Mt @ 0.58% for 580kt, driven by a lower cut-off grade
than was applied to Resource estimations to date. The applied 0.25% copper cut-off
reflects a low grade bulk mining operation, typical for porphyry style copper deposits in
Chile. 10.2Mt of transitional (partly oxidised) ore was incorporated in the OR, however
this material was not used for pit optimisation and a conservative 50% recovery was
applied. Notably, this OR was delivered ahead of a Prefeasibility Study (PFS), where most
projects deliver an OR prior to completing a Bankable Feasibility Study (BFS).
Table 1: Productora Ore Reserve
Category
Probable

Ore
Mt
90.5

Cu Grade
%
0.48%

Au Grade
g/t
0.11

Mo Grade
%
0.017%

CuEq
%
0.55%

Cu
kt
433

Au
koz
308

Mo
kt
15.5

Cu Eq
kt
502

Source: HCH

Revised Mineral Resource
Resource upgrade adds 12% for
contained copper at a lower grade

A revision to the Productora Mineral Resource (MR) included 214.3Mt @ 0.48% for
1.0Mt copper, 675koz gold and 29kt molybdenum. This revision contains ~12% more
contained copper than the previous estimate, primarily driven by a lower cut-off grade
of 0.25% (previous OR used 0.30%). Some of the recently discovered Habanero zone
(within the proposed central pit area) was incorporated into the MR. Importantly, a large
proportion of ore was upgraded into the Inferred category which now comprises 78% of
the MR.
Table 2: Productora Ore Reserve
Category
Indicated
Inferred
Total
Previous

Ore
Mt
158.6
55.6
214.3
165.2

Cu Grade
%
0.50%
0.41%
0.48%
0.59%

Au Grade
g/t
0.11
0.08
0.10
0.10

Mo Grade
%
0.015%
0.010%
0.014%
0.013%

CuEq
%
0.57%
0.46%
0.54%
0.65%

Cu
kt
799
299
1,029
920

Au
koz
540
133
675
570

Mo
kt
24.0
5.0
29.0
22.0

Cu Eq
kt
902
253
1,155
1,079

Source: HCH

HCH’s mineral inventory, incorporating the recently released maiden Resource for the
Frontera project, is 264.8Mt @ 0.46% for 1.2Mt contained copper.

Productora requires further scale
Productora is favourable on capital
intensity, but requires scale

While Productora currently has modest scale and is below the median copper grade for
Chilean development projects (~0.56%), it has favourable capital intensity of
~US$9,000/t vs a peer average of ~US$15,000/t (Figure 1). Argonaut believes that the
projects’ viability is highly dependent on a higher inventory to support the proposed
bulk mining operation. Of course, a higher grade would also improve economics.
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Figure1. Chilean copper development projects (bubble size represents copper production)

Productora tonnage modest
compared to Chilean peers…
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Resource upside potential
…however, Resource upscale is
considerable from near-pit and
regional exploration…

Further Resource upside exists both within the central pit and regionally. The recently
devised alteration model has led to the discovery of the Habanero and Rocoto zones
(both open) and the generation of 15 additional priority targets. These targets are based
on potassic (k-feldspar) alteration zones. Of particular interest is the Manto Hill target
(Figure 2), which is interpreted to be 600m long and a down-faulted and laterally
displaced southern segment of Productora. Manto Hill is overlain by the Southern Oxide
Zone. Therefore an economic outcome for oxide processing/sales will aid the economics
of any underlying sulphide mineralisation of this prospect.
Figure 2. Manto Hill exploration target

…with Manto Hill offering
potential for both oxide and
sulphide copper

Source: HCH

Copper oxide upside
HCH now assessing oxide ore…

HCH also announced that it has embarked on a study to test the viability of treating
copper oxide ore. The current oxide resource stands at 25.6Mt @ 0.52% copper with
15.4Mt @ 0.58% copper within the current pit shell.

Potential to reduce strip ratio
…which has potential to add
revenue and reduce strip ratio

The potential to process oxide ore within the current pit shell provides the opportunity
to monetise material that would otherwise have been side-cast as overburden. Argonaut
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believes that this has the potential to reduce the strip ratio to as low as 3:1 from the
current ~4:1. This increases our valuation by as much as 20%.

Additional early revenue stream
Oxide may generate revenue
stream in early strip phase

Processing surface oxide also has the potential to provide an early revenue stream
during the pre-strip phase. Three potential options for oxide ore include; selling
unprocessed ore to one of three processing facilities in close proximity to Productora,
tolling a pregnant copper liquor from a dump/heap leach operation or constructing a
solvent extraction electro winning (SXEW) plant on site to produce a copper cathode.
Argonaut believes that tolling pregnant liquor may be preferred as this offers a low
capex and lower technical risk with higher payability and lower transport costs than
selling unprocessed ore.

Argonaut applies $7.5m to oxide
potential, still applying a tolling
model

If proven viable, oxide ore is likely to be added to the OR and included in the PFS. Our
model does not incorporate an oxide treatment facility, however we have added ~$7.5m
(2¢/sh) which is our estimated value for selling unprocessed ore to a neighbouring oxide
treatment facility. HCH currently has a Letter of Intent (LOI) with Empresa Nacional de
Minería for toll treatment.

Valuation
Valuation decreased to $0.80
based on lower grade and debt
servicing…

Argonauts target price of $0.76 (previously $0.99) has been adjusted to account for a
lower head grade, which has been reduced in-line with the Maiden Reserve grade, and
with the incorporation of the Sprott debt facility. Table 3 outlines Argonaut’s revised
assumptions.
Table 3. Argonaut’s revised and previous assumptions vs HCH Scoping Study
Metric
Processing Rate (Mtpa)
Copper Grade
Strip Ratio
Metallurgical Recovery (Cu)
Metallurgical Recovery (Au)
Metallurgical Recovery (Mo)
Concentrate Production (ktpa)
Concentrate Grade
Contained Cu Production (ktpa)
Development Capex (US$m)
C1 Cash Costs (US$/lb)

Scoping Study
11
0.60%
4:1
>90%
80%
75%
220
>25%
>55
500 to 700
1.20 to 1.50

Argonaut Assumptions
11
0.58%
3.5:1
89%
80%
75%
235
25%
58
621
1.54

Revised Assumptions
11
0.48%
3.5:1
89%
70%
50%
207
25%
52
640
1.62

Source: Argonaut

Table 4. Valuation summary
…with Productora still the key
value driver

Valuation Summary
Single Mine Valuation
Productora

AUD M
293.30

AUD / Share
0.84

Total

293.3

0.84

AUD M
(131.65)
26.00
16.00
7.50
29.50
25.00
265.7

AUD / share
(0.38)
0.07
0.05
0.02
0.08
0.07
0.76
0.76

Corporate Valuation
Corporate Valuation
Frontera
Chile Exploration
Copper Oxide
Cash
Debt
NAV
Target Price

Source: Argonaut
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